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Half size, full potential! Technology showdown of the Komori Impremia IS29, Lithrone G29
and TruepressJet520HD.
Komori International Europe is hosting a two-day Open House event scheduled on
Wednesday 5 and Thursday 6 October 2016, dedicated to the full potential of half-size format
printing. Komori will collaborate with Screen during this event, allowing visitors to explore
the very latest technology and features during live demonstrations on three completely
different printing presses.
Komori Impremia IS29, digital UV inkjet
The Impremia IS29, which began regular sales at drupa 2016, is applauded by many digital
printers for its ability to print on any substrate without precoating. The Impremia IS29 is
suitable for a wide range of stocks and sizes and enables printing on the same supports as
offset and inkjet without any special processing. It is also capable of single-sided or doublesided high quality printing. The gripper-to-gripper paper transfer device ensures high register
accuracy. The LED UV instant curing system makes possible one-pass double-sided printing.
The work can be sent to postpress right after printing, enabling small lots of many different
items and short turnarounds.
New Komori Lithrone G29, offset H-UV
The Lithrone G29 was unveiled at drupa 2016, and is now making its debut at the Komori
Graphic Center Europe. This press is configured with five colors, coater and extended
delivery. The high productivity that comes from being equipped with the latest systems will
be demonstrated by H-UV printing on heavy and light stock. This press maintains high print
quality even at its maximum printing speed. The PQA-S V5 has a 4K camera and provides inline color control in addition to high-precision inspection. Quick checking of quality is
performed by the PDC-SX Spectral Print Density Control-SX model and in-line color control
by PQA-S V5 ensures high quality and productivity.
Screen Truepress Jet520HD, digital continuous high-speed inkjet
As the exclusive distribution partner of the Truepress Jet520HD, Komori will enable the
visitors to experience the high-speed continuous inkjet press at Screen in Amstelveen. It uses
aqueous pigment inks to print high quality at high speed (1500 color pages or 120 meters a
minute) on a range of paper stocks. It’s perfect for a wide range of commercial print
applications including books, catalogues and direct mail. The system will complement

Komori’s line up of high-performance offset presses and provide a flexible response to
customers’ requests for presses with small run printing capabilities.
Open new Pages
Komori is expanding the potential of print together with customers through a complete
range of products, not only offset presses but also digital printing systems, postpress
machinery, printed electronics, materials and equipment. By connecting customers with
Komori, linking offset with digital, Komori is able to open new pages as a total solution
provider.

Register now
For a detailed program and to register your attendance, please visit www.komori.eu
or contact your usual Komori representative.
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